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Launch Infinity Analyze. 



Set up Image Control settings as displayed above. 
Save the settings with an identifiable name (i.e. “micro_raking_standard”) for future use. 
* Captured image will be rotated 180° (from preview) automatically without the “Flip”  
   setting. 



Create “captures” and “processed” folders in the same location. 
When capturing images with the imager, designate “captures” folder as the 
destination for saving the image files. 



Setting up the scope – geometry 



≈ 1 3/8” 



Line up the imager and the LED line 
lamp parallel to one another. Look 
straight down from above the 
imager to check the alignment. 



Adjust magnification to capture exactly 1 cm vertical dimension in the imager, using a 
stage micrometer. 
* Focus on the micrometer as tightly as possible. Use 100% preview screen to focus, 
   then pull back to see the whole capture field. 

100 mm 

Live view through the imager 



Fine-tune the alignment of the imager and the direction of light using the 
AIC reference plate. The shadow of the gnomon should line up with the 
vertical crosshair. 

Line up the horizontal crosshair of the 
Reference plat to the edge of the 

imager preview screen. 

Live view through the imager 



Capturing image with Infinity Analyze 



At the beginning of each session, white 
balance the imager by placing a gray card 
under the microscope and click on “White 
Balance.” 
 
* Make sure lighting is the same as the 
condition that will be used during image 
capruring. (i.e. turn off the overhead light, 
pull curtains, etc.) 



Place an object under the scope. 
* If there is a noticeable fiber direction, place the object so that the fiber direction is 
perpendicular to the direction of light. (Grain should run horizontally across the capture 
screen.) 



Increase preview magnification to 100% using the magnification slider or by going to 
[View]  [100%], then adjust the focus using focusing knobs on the microscope. 



Click on “Capture” to save image. A prompt will come up and ask you to designate a 
location to save the image. Select the “captures” folder created in the previous step. 



Image processing with Image J 



Launch Image J. This is the opening interface. 

* Batch process all the images after an image capturing session. 
* All images in the “captures” folder will be processed. Remove unnecessary 
   image files from the folder. 
* Save macro files “micro_raking_file_prep.ijm”  
   and “micro_rti_file_prep.ijm” in a folder in  
   easy-to-find location. The location is not 
   specific. 
 



Go to [Plugins]  [Macros]  [Run…]. 
Select “micro_raking_file_prep.ijm” for 
micro raking, “micro_rti_file_prep.ijm” 
for micro RTI. 



Select “captures” folder for Input, “processed” folder for Output. 
As soon as clicking on [Select], image processing starts automatically. 



Processed images are saved at tiff files in “processed” folder with the same file names as 
the captures. 



Voilà! 


